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ABSTRACT
Recent research advocates using large die-stacked DRAM caches
to break the memory bandwidth wall. Existing DRAM cache
designs fall into one of two categories — block-based and pagebased. The former organize data in conventional blocks (e.g.,
64B), ensuring low off-chip bandwidth utilization, but co-locate
tags and data in the stacked DRAM, incurring high lookup latency.
Furthermore, such designs suffer from low hit ratios due to poor
temporal locality. In contrast, page-based caches, which manage
data at larger granularity (e.g., 4KB pages), allow for reduced tag
array overhead and fast lookup, and leverage high spatial locality
at the cost of moving large amounts of data on and off the chip.
This paper introduces Footprint Cache, an efficient die-stacked
DRAM cache design for server processors. Footprint Cache allocates data at the granularity of pages, but identifies and fetches
only those blocks within a page that will be touched during the
page's residency in the cache — i.e., the page's footprint. In doing
so, Footprint Cache eliminates the excessive off-chip traffic associated with page-based designs, while preserving their high hit
ratio, small tag array overhead, and low lookup latency. Cycleaccurate simulation results of a 16-core server with up to 512MB
Footprint Cache indicate a 57% performance improvement over a
baseline chip without a die-stacked cache. Compared to a state-ofthe-art block-based design, our design improves performance by
13% while reducing dynamic energy of stacked DRAM by 24%.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
B.3.2 [Memory Structures]: Design Styles — Cache memories;
B.3.1 [Memory Structures]: Semiconductor Memories —
Dynamic memory (DRAM)

General Terms
Design, Measurement, Performance

1. INTRODUCTION
The slowdown in Dennard Scaling is shifting many-core server
chips towards larger numbers of lean cores. Conventional (e.g,
OLTP, DSS) and emerging scale-out (e.g., Data Serving, Web
Search) server workloads exhibit an abundance of request-level
parallelism and therefore benefit from many-core chips that enable
high throughput. The growth in core count, however, ultimately
drives designs into a memory bandwidth wall [10, 30] due to poor
pin count scalability.
Emerging 3D die stacking technology interconnects a processor
die with a stack of DRAM dies using high-density, low-latency
through-silicon vias (TSVs). This technology virtually eliminates
the memory bandwidth wall by providing orders of magnitude
higher bandwidth, and exposes lower latency for stacked on-chip
DRAM [10, 11, 14, 20, 21]. Technological constraints, however,
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limit the stacked DRAM capacity to levels that are far lower than
what modern server workloads demand. As such, most proposals
for die stacking advocate using the stacked DRAM as a cache [13,
22, 24].
There are two classes of die-stacked DRAM caches: block-based
and page-based. Block-based designs store data at a fine granularity (e.g., 64B) [22, 24] in order to optimize for capacity and
temporal locality. As such, they require a prohibitively large tag
space infeasible to support in on-chip SRAM. Thus, they mandate
co-location of tags with data in the DRAM cache [22, 24]. Such an
implementation, however, increases hit latency and reduces
DRAM locality. Furthermore, due to low temporal reuse in server
workloads, block-based designs experience high miss rates, frequently exposing full off-chip latency to incoming requests.
However, thanks to small fetch granularity, block-based designs
result in low off-chip traffic. Because servers favor overall
throughput over single-threaded performance, minimizing off-chip
bandwidth to support more threads is a top design priority.
Page-based designs, whose allocation unit is in the order of a few
kilobytes, rely on abundant spatial locality that benefits server
workloads. As a result, page-based designs enjoy a much higher
(up to 10x) hit ratio compared to block-based ones [11, 13]. Due to
their large allocation granularity, page-based caches require
smaller tag arrays that can be stored in SRAM. Moreover, pagebased caches maximize the benefit of DRAM row-buffer locality.
However, the large granularity magnifies off-chip traffic by up to
an order of magnitude and results in poor utilization of available
cache capacity, because much of the data in a page, although allocated and fetched, are never touched prior to the page’s eviction.
To exploit the best aspects of both block- and page-based designs
while avoiding their respective drawbacks, we propose Footprint
Cache. Footprint Cache decouples the cache allocation unit from
the fetch unit, allocating large pages but identifying and fetching
only those 64-byte blocks that will be used during the residency of
the page in the cache — i.e., the page’s footprint. To identify
pages’ footprints, we leverage prior research on spatial correlation
[34] and apply it in the context of page-based DRAM caches to
design a simple and highly accurate footprint predictor. The predictor allows for exploiting the abundant spatial locality of scaleout workloads in a bandwidth-efficient manner. As a result, Footprint Cache achieves high hit ratios, comparable to those of pagebased approaches, and low off-chip traffic as in block-based
caches. Due to its large allocation unit, Footprint Cache allows for
small and fast, SRAM-based tag arrays. To optimize for capacity,
Footprint Cache further identifies pages that have few useful
blocks (no spatial locality) and show no reuse (no temporal locality), which account for a significant fraction of the total pages. By
not allocating such pages and fetching only the individual blocks
on demand, our design improves the effective cache capacity.
In this paper we make the following contributions:
•

We propose Footprint Cache, a novel die-stacked DRAM cache
architecture that combines the benefits of block- and pagebased designs through footprints. By predicting the footprint of
each page and fetching only the predicted blocks, Footprint
Cache overcomes the high off-chip bandwidth overhead of
page-based designs, yet preserving their high hit ratio. We dem-

•

Performance improvement

•

onstrate that Footprint Cache reduces the off-chip traffic of the
page-based design by 2.6x, while achieving 4.7x higher hit
ratios compared to the block-based design, on average. Meanwhile, by managing capacity at the granularity of pages,
Footprint Cache achieves small tag overhead and low access
latency.
We observe that a significant fraction of the pages in the cache
exhibit neither temporal nor spatial locality, and thus do not
contribute to any cache hits. By detecting and not caching these
pages, Footprint Cache improves the effective cache capacity
and reduces the miss rate by an additional 10%, on average.
Using cycle-accurate, full-system simulation of a scale-out processor [26], we demonstrate that Footprint Cache achieves 57%
performance improvement over a baseline system without a
die-stacked cache, while outperforming state-of-the-art designs
in terms of performance and energy. Footprint Cache reduces
off-chip DRAM dynamic energy of the baseline system by
78%, also providing a 24% and 9% reduction in stacked
DRAM dynamic energy compared to the state-of-the-art blockbased design and the page-based design, respectively.
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Figure 1. Opportunity for performance improvement with
high-bandwidth and low-latency die-stacked DRAM.
adds extra latency to the critical path. Secondly, the limited capacity of the stacked DRAM limits the level of concurrency it can
provide, despite the virtually unlimited TSV bandwidth. The
stacked DRAM is orders of magnitude smaller than the off-chip
DRAM, and, thus, experiences frequent bank conflicts and lower
availability. In contrast to off-chip main memory systems with
hundreds of gigabytes of DRAM that provide more bandwidth
than the memory channels can sustain, the bandwidth to the
DRAM cache is restricted by the parallelism in the stacked DRAM
itself, and not by the interface. Therefore, stacked DRAM caches
fall short of fully leveraging the abundant on-chip bandwidth
enabled by dense TSV buses. Cache designs must be aware of this
limitation, and optimize for the stacked DRAM locality to allow
for higher concurrency and availability.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We examine existing
DRAM cache designs in Section 2, and identify their key advantages and drawbacks. We describe the basic idea behind our
proposal, Footprint Cache, in Section 3 and detail our design in
Section 4. In Section 5 we describe our evaluation methodology.
We present our experimental results in Section 6 and discuss interesting questions in Section 7. We revisit prominent prior work in
Section 8 and conclude in Section 9.

2. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
With the slowdown in Dennard Scaling server chips are resorting
to larger numbers of lean cores (e.g., Tilera) to maintain a practical
power envelope. Scale-out server workloads benefit from such
many-core processor organizations, which enable high throughput
thanks to the abundant parallelism in these workloads. The growth
in core count, however, ultimately drives designs into a memory
bandwidth wall [10, 30] due to poor pin count scalability. Emerging many-core chips with hundreds of cores/chip are already able
to utilize and even exceed their bandwidth budgets [10, 14, 26],
hitting the bandwidth wall before the power wall [26].

Furthermore, despite their capacity, DRAM caches exhibit high
miss ratios, with each miss being satisfied from the off-chip memory at full off-chip latency. This behavior is caused by the low
reuse of the data in lower-level caches [9], in contrast to L1 caches,
where data are frequently reused and where most of the temporal
locality is exploited. This phenomenon is further exacerbated by
vast datasets of scale-out workloads, which do not form any welldefined working sets [6]. Besides their latency penalty, misses
inherently result in DRAM cache evictions. We find that, for scaleout workloads, these are mostly dirty evictions, because data reside
in the cache for long enough to become modified by dirty evictions
from the upper-level caches. Dirty evictions consume additional
off-chip and on-chip TSV bandwidth, affecting the stacked DRAM
availability as well (the data have to be read from the stacked
DRAM and written back to the off-chip DRAM). The same holds
for cache fills that follow the misses.

Recent research advocates using die-stacked DRAM to break the
memory bandwidth wall [10, 11, 13, 14, 20, 21, 22, 24]. Figure 1
assesses the opportunity of the technology to boost performance of
scale-out and multiprogrammed workloads from two aspects:
bandwidth and latency (the details on experimental methodology
are explained in Section 5). The first set of bars shows performance improvement for a many-core server system [26] with the
main memory fully integrated on the chip using die stacking, providing 8x the bandwidth of the 2D baseline. The second set of bars
shows performance improvement of the same high-bandwidth system, but with halved DRAM latency [24]. We see that both
bandwidth and latency play a vital role in achieving high performance, which implies that future designs must exploit both
opportunities given by the technology.

2.1 Guidelines for Designing DRAM Caches
As existing DRAM cache designs fall short of leveraging the benefits that die stacking technology provides, we present a set of
guidelines for designing effective DRAM caches:
•

Technological constraints, however, limit the stacked DRAM
capacity to levels that are far lower than what modern server workloads demand [24]. While today’s servers need tens to hundreds of
gigabytes of DRAM each, the projections for die-stacked DRAM
capacity vary between hundreds of megabytes to several gigabytes.
Thus, most proposals for die stacking advocate using the stacked
DRAM as a cache [13, 22, 24]. Unfortunately, the inherent limitations of DRAM cache designs prevent them from achieving the
full potential of the technology, depicted in Figure 1. Firstly,
DRAM caches, regardless of their organization, require significant
tag storage due to their large capacity, whose lookup necessarily

•
•

2

Fast tag lookup. Because tag lookups are on the critical path of
all requests coming to the cache, tag lookup latency must be
minimized. While this statement holds for all cache designs
that serialize tag and data lookups, it gains more importance in
the context of DRAM caches, due to their tag array size.
Small tag storage. The total storage dedicated to tags or other
metadata should be minimal, as it does not directly contribute
to better system performance, but does incur high cost.
Low off-chip traffic. While cache misses are responsible for
most of the off-chip bandwidth overhead, various cache features can adversely impact off-chip bandwidth even further.
Examples include the use of large cache blocks that saturate
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Figure 2. A DRAM die stacked on top of the logic die, used as (a) a block-based cache or as (b) a page-based cache. For the blockbased design, one tag entry corresponds to one data block. For the page-based design, only the useful blocks (accessed by the
cores) are shown in the figure, and one tag entry corresponds to one page.
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•
•

•

•

off-chip bandwidth. Reduction in off-chip traffic is the main
driver for 3D-stacked DRAM adoption, and as such should be
among the top priority goals.
High hit ratio is crucial to exploiting both the bandwidth and
the latency benefits that the technology provides, demonstrated
by Figure 1.
Low hit and miss latency. To achieve the benefits depicted in
Figure 1, DRAM caches must optimize for both hit and miss
latency. Internal details of the cache organization should neither
penalize hit latency nor postpone miss serving.
High DRAM access locality. Accesses to DRAM structures
experience unpredictable latency, highly dependent on the
locality of references, availability, address-mapping schemes,
row-buffer management policy, and access scheduling. To minimize the stacked DRAM and off-chip DRAM access latencies,
cache designs must take of all these parameters into account.
Efficient capacity management. Allocation of space for data
that are never used should be avoided. The problem is severe in
page-based designs, which suffer from internal fragmentation.

pose (not shown in Figure 2a), whose access latency is on the
critical path. Most importantly, block-based designs fall short of
exploiting abundant spatial locality. Instead, they focus on limited
temporal locality, experiencing high miss ratios, thus frequently
exposing full off-chip latency to incoming requests. However, due
to the small fetch unit and the efficient management of cache
capacity, block-based designs minimize off-chip traffic, making
them a favorable option for high-throughput servers.

2.3 Page-Based Caches
Increasing the block size allows for a proportionate reduction in
tag storage. The use of larger allocation/fetch units (e.g., 1-8KB)
makes the placement of tags in SRAM feasible at acceptable storage overhead [13]. We call such units pages.1 The large fetch unit
allows for maximum DRAM access efficiency, fully exploiting
locality in both off-chip and stacked DRAM. For instance, a single
DRAM row opening is needed per off-chip DRAM fetch, eviction,
or stacked DRAM fill, for a whole page, assuming that the page
size does not exceed the DRAM row size. While large DRAM
caches exhibit limited temporal locality, they show significant spatial locality, which can be easily leveraged by large fetch units, as
illustrated in Figure 2b, providing an order of magnitude more hits
compared to a block-based cache of the same size [11, 13]. Cache
hits are critical to exploiting the latency advantages of die-stacked
DRAM and page-based caches provide them at lower latency.
Unfortunately, many of the cached pages contain data that are not
used prior to the page eviction, resulting in excessive data overfetch [13] and capacity waste. As a result, page-based caches tend
to increase the off-chip traffic of the baseline system without a
DRAM cache by up to an order of magnitude in the worst case,
which negates a key benefit of die-stacked DRAM caches.

Unfortunately, most of these requirements are mutually conflicting, which makes the design process more challenging. To better
understand such challenges, we focus on two main DRAM cache
designs that optimize for different constraints.

2.2 Block-Based Caches
On-chip caches have traditionally been designed to primarily
exploit temporal locality, and to make the best use of their limited
capacity. Trade-offs between the effective cache capacity, temporal
and spatial locality resulted in 16- to 128-byte cache blocks, 64byte being the most common block size employed today. Such a
design is illustrated in Figure 2a. For large DRAM caches, 64-byte
blocks would require huge tag storage, as illustrated in Figure 2a,
which is infeasible to build in SRAM, thereby forcing the tags to
be embedded in DRAM [13, 22, 24]. Embedding tags in DRAM,
however, results in multiple DRAM accesses per cache request —
and, consequently, in substantially higher hit and miss latencies.
Intelligent co-location of data with the corresponding tags in the
same DRAM row [22] accompanied with optimized access scheduling [24], obviates the need for multiple DRAM accesses per
request. However, the optimization only partially reduces the high
hit latency, because of the need for several operations to be performed within the DRAM row-buffer. Furthermore, the colocation of tags and data mandates particular data placement policies that diminish DRAM locality. It also requires a way to
determine the presence of a block in the cache prior to accessing
the tags, as well as additional multi-megabyte storage for that pur-

Summary. Table 1 provides a comparison between the two
designs with respect to the most important features. The blockbased and page-based designs show complementary, yet mutually
exclusive, characteristics. To take the best of the both designs, we
propose Footprint Cache.

3. FOOTPRINT CACHE
While the block-based and page-based designs show complementary properties, never achieving the same goals, together they
could meet all of the requirements of an ideal die-stacked cache as

1. Not to be confused with a DRAM row, sometimes called
DRAM page.
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underpredictions, as it would experience a miss for each demanded
block in a page. A system with no underpredictions would be a
page-based cache, that fetches all the data from the demanded page
at once. Fetching all the blocks is, however, an even worse solution, as it produces the maximum number of overpredictions,
saturating the off-chip bandwidth.

Table 1. Comparison: block- & page-based designs.
Block-based
Page-based
Small and fast tag storage


Low off-chip traffic


High hit ratio


Low hit latency


High DRAM locality


Efficient capacity management



Minimizing both the underprediction and overprediction rates at
the same time is a challenging task for a predictor. To achieve the
two conflicting goals, Footprint Cache relies on the observation
that there is a high correlation between data and the code that
accesses those data. For instance, server software exposes a welldefined interface with only several functions for accessing their
structured datasets — e.g., get and set methods of a class or various data structure iterators. Traversals of data structures require
repetitive calls to these functions, resulting in recurring memory
access patterns. The access pattern observed from the first call to
such a function can be used to predict the memory access patterns
of its subsequent calls. This fundamental property has been
exploited in various contexts [18], mostly for data prefetching [2,
16, 34] and speculating on data granularity [15, 17, 39].

summarized in Section 2.1. The page-based design demonstrates
superior properties overall, but due to its excessive off-chip traffic
overheads, it is not a feasible option. Ideally, we would like to
achieve the properties of the page-based design, but without the
unnecessary traffic and with better capacity management. Our proposal, Footprint Cache, uses a page-based organization, but
identifies the blocks that will be demanded by the cores during a
page’s on-chip residency. It then fetches only those blocks at the
page allocation time, eliminating the unnecessary off-chip and onchip traffic. Footprint Cache further identifies pages that have the
fewest useful blocks and show no reuse, and neither allocates
entries in the cache for such pages nor fetches them. Footprint
Cache instead fetches 64-byte blocks from such pages, one by one
and only on demand, and forwards them to the requestor, bypassing the cache. Such pages account for a significant fraction of all
pages that are fetched and are the biggest contributor to the capacity waste. Thus, Footprint Cache mitigates both the bandwidth and
capacity problems of page-based designs and manages to get the
best of the both designs.

Footprint Cache achieves high prediction accuracy by monitoring
the code that accesses data residing in the cache. The first instruction that accesses a page provides valuable information about the
data that the page contains and is a good indicator of future
accesses within that page [34], due to regular and repetitive layouts
of data structures. By observing which blocks the code further
accesses and by remembering that information, we can later predict, with high accuracy, which blocks will be demanded when
another page, possibly previously unvisited, is accessed by the
same piece of code [34].

Footprint Cache decouples the cache allocation unit from the fetch
unit, similar to sub-blocked (or sectored) caches, allocating large
pages while fetching 64-byte blocks. The set of useful blocks
accessed during page’s on-chip residency constitute the page’s
footprint. Upon a miss in the cache, a new page is allocated and the
whole page’s footprint is fetched at once from the main memory.
To detect the useful blocks, we leverage prior work on spatial correlation [34] and design a simple and highly accurate predictor that
identifies the page’s footprint. As a result, Footprint Cache
achieves high hit ratios, comparable to those of page-based
approaches, and low off-chip traffic as in conventional blockbased caches. Because the whole footprint is fetched and evicted at
once, Footprint Cache enforces high DRAM access locality both
for the off-chip and stacked DRAM, thus allowing for lower
DRAM access latency. Last, but not least, Footprint Cache allows
for a small and fast, SRAM-based tag array due to its large allocation unit. In summary, Footprint Cache meets all of the
requirements of an ideal die-stacked cache as summarized in
Section 2.1.

Prediction based on the first instruction that accesses a page is
highly accurate provided that data structures always have the same
layout within a page. However, this is not necessarily the case for
all the workloads and page sizes. To account for various possible
data structure alignments across different pages, we base our prediction mechanism not only on the instruction that caused the page
miss, but also on the distance between the requested block and the
beginning of the page, which we call offset. The combination of
PC and offset (noted as PC & offset) provides near-perfect prediction accuracy at low overhead. Previous work has a detailed study
of other related prediction mechanisms and their trade-offs in the
context of data prefetching [34].

3.2 Capacity Optimization
Our analysis shows that a significant fraction of pages (more than a
quarter, on average) contain only a single useful block. Such pages
often account for the largest share of the pages in workloads with
low spatial locality. Moreover, we find that, on average, 95% of
these pages show no reuse in the DRAM cache, and therefore
waste capacity. We call such pages singleton pages. Footprint
Cache is able to identify such pages with almost perfect accuracy,
thanks to the fact that these pages are accessed by a single instruction, and obviously, with a single offset. Footprint Cache does not
allocate entries for such pages. The requested block is directly forwarded to the higher cache level and its subsequent eviction is not
tracked. This mechanism increases the effective cache capacity
reusing the existing footprint prediction mechanisms. It avoids
eviction of useful pages, thus allowing for even higher hit ratios.
The optimization plays an important role at smaller cache sizes, for
which efficient use of cache capacity matters the most.

3.1 Footprint Prediction
To achieve the desired properties, Footprint Cache relies on the
footprint predictor. The accuracy of the footprint predictor is crucial for both performance and energy efficiency. The predictor
must have high coverage, ideally predicting all the blocks that will
be later demanded. Every unpredicted block that is demanded later
would result in a cache miss and consequently, in performance and
energy loss. We call such an event underprediction. While it is
important to correctly predict as many blocks as possible, it is
essential that the predictor has minimal overprediction rate. Overpredictions represent blocks that are fetched but not used prior to
eviction, and their transfer to and from main memory merely
wastes off-chip and on-chip bandwidth and energy.

4. FOOTPRINT CACHE DESIGN

An example of a system with no overpredictions is a sub-blocked
cache, which allocates pages but fetches every block on demand.
However, such a system would have the maximum number of

Footprint Cache tightly couples the footprint prediction mechanism with the tag array. The footprint predictor uses the
information from the tag array to learn pages’ footprints, storing
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Figure 3. Footprint Cache tag array and Footprint History Table (FHT).
the footprints into a history table upon page evictions and using the
footprint information upon page misses to fetch useful blocks. We
next detail the predictor design and its integration with the tag
array, and we further explain the prediction history management.

Table 2. Block state encoding.
Dirty-Valid Bits
Block State
00
the block is not in the cache
01
the block is valid, clean, not demanded yet
10
the block is valid, clean, was demanded
11
the block is valid, dirty, was demanded

4.1 Footprint Cache Tag Array
Similar to page-based and sub-blocked caches, Footprint Cache
requires almost two orders of magnitude smaller tag arrays, which
can be kept within reasonably small SRAM storage. The tag array
is organized as a set-associative structure; set and way pairs
directly determine physical addresses of pages cached in DRAM.
The size of a page is selected to match commonly used DRAM
row sizes (e.g., 1-4KB),2 keeping in mind the impact on the prediction accuracy and tag overhead. Similarly to sub-blocked caches,
Footprint Cache keeps two bit vectors to track valid and dirty
blocks, and a page-level valid bit (Figure 3). In the multicore system we evaluate, the tag array is distributed into four tiles
organized in a page-interleaved fashion, each tile being responsible
for a partition of the DRAM cache. We use page-interleaved placement in the Footprint Cache tag array for efficiency.3 Each tag tile
is attached to an on-chip memory controller that controls a 128-bit
TSV channel associated with the corresponding partition of the
DRAM cache. The only additional overhead introduced in the tag
array is a pointer that links pages to the prediction history
described in Section 4.2.

the off-chip memory and a page eviction takes place. If the PC &
offset pair exists in the FHT, which is the common case, the rest of
the blocks, encoded in the predicted footprint, are fetched from
memory, and a pointer to the FHT entry is stored in the tag entry. If
the FHT does not contain the PC & offset pair, which mostly happens at the beginning of the program execution, a new FHT entry
is allocated, and a pointer to the new FHT entry is stored in the tag
entry.
Upon a cache eviction, a bit vector containing the blocks that were
indeed demanded by the cores, is sent to the FHT, using the pointer
created during the allocation of the page. This bit vector gives
feedback to the prediction mechanism, correcting mispredictions if
any, and keeping the FHT in harmony with the workload’s execution phase. As we do not store the PC in the tag entry, but only the
pointer to the FHT entry, it is possible, although unlikely, that the
pointer becomes stale, as a result of an FHT eviction. While this
may affect prediction accuracy, we could not see any observable
impact. The reason is, unlike the cached data, the content of the
FHT is stable, therefore, such situations almost never happen.

4.2 Prediction History

For practical reasons, similar to the tag array, the FHT is designed
as a tiled structure, and its entries are distributed based on PC &
offset keys of incoming requests, not necessarily matching the distribution criterion for the tag tiles (physical addresses). The
mismatch can result in frequent accesses to neighboring FHT tiles.
However, this does not have any timing impact due to the FHT’s
negligible access latency, which is not on the critical path of memory accesses.

The prediction history, shared by all the tag tiles, is kept as a separate tiled structure, called Footprint History Table (FHT). The FHT
is a set-associative structure indexed by PC & offset pairs, storing
predicted footprints for PCs & offsets that trigger page misses.
Each entry keeps a tag identifying the PC & offset key, while the
corresponding prediction information is kept as a bit vector, determining the footprint associated with the key [34]. The FHT size is
independent of the workload’s dataset, as it holds only a small
fraction of the workload’s instruction footprint, measured in kilobytes. The FHT is updated upon every page eviction with the most
recent footprint generated during the page’s on-chip residency.

4.3 Footprint Generation
Blocks that are placed in the cache must be set to the valid state
regardless of whether they are demanded by a core or predicted by
the predictor. On the contrary, providing correct feedback to the
FHT requires a distinction between the blocks that are demanded
and the ones that are in the cache but were not demanded during
the page’s on-chip residency (overpredictions). Upon a core’s
request, whether a hit or a miss, the corresponding block should be
marked as demanded. To make this distinction possible without
additional storage, we reuse the existing valid and dirty bits to create the block state encoding listed in Table 2.

The FHT is accessed only in case the page containing a requested
address is not found in the cache. Upon a page miss, which we call
a triggering miss, the table is queried by the PC of the instruction
that caused the miss and the offset bits of the request address,
returning the predicted footprint. The triggering miss is served by
2. The exact matching of the page size and DRAM row size is not
crucial for the proposed technique.
3. The placement policy in the upper-level caches, however, is not
affected by this design decision and can use either block- or pageinterleaving, with no observable performance difference for our
workloads. In this work we assume block-interleaving.

We are able to achieve this encoding, because a block cannot be in
a dirty state if it has not been used by a core. The high order bits
for all block states together represent the demanded bit vector (i.e.,
the page’s footprint), used to update the FHT upon a page eviction.
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Table 4. Cache parameters.
Cache capacity (MB)
64
128
Footprint Cache
Tag storage (MB)
0.40
0.8
Tag latency (cycles)
4
6
Block-based cache
MissMap entries
192K 192K
MissMap storage (MB)
1.95
1.95
MissMap associativity
24
24
MissMap latency (cycles)
9
9
Page-based cache
Tag storage (MB)
0.22
0.44
Tag latency (cycles)
4
5

Table 3. Archtiectural parameters.
Technology
20nm, 0.85V, 3GHz
CMP features
Scale-Out Processor with six 16-core pods
Core
ARM Cortex-A15-like: 3-way OoO
64KB, split, 64B blocks
L1-I/D caches
2-cycle load-to-use
Unified, 4MB, 16-way, 64B blocks,
L2 cache per pod
4 banks, 13-cycle hit latency
Interconnect per pod
16x4 crossbar
16-32 GB per pod,
6 DDR3-1600 channels, one per pod
Off-chip DRAM
Maximum bandwidth of 76.8GB/s per
chip, 8 banks per rank, 2KB row-buffer
DDR3-3200 (1.6GHz bus frequency)
Stacked DRAM 4 channels per pod, 8 banks per rank, 2KB
row-buffer, 128-bit bus width
11-11-11-28
tCAS-tRCD-tRP-tRAS
tRC-tWR-tWTR-tRTP
39-12-6-6
tRRD-tFAW
5-24

256

512

1.58
9

3.12
11

192K
1.95
24
9

288K
2.92
36
11

0.86
6

1.69
9

real-estate. A pod is a complete server that tightly couples a number of cores to a modestly-sized last-level cache using a fast
interconnect. Replicating the pod to fill the die area yields processors that have optimal performance density. Moreover, as each pod
is a stand-alone server, scale-out processors avoid the expense of
global (i.e., inter-pod) interconnect and coherence. These features
synergistically maximize throughput, lower design complexity,
and improve technology scalability. We model a chip in 20nm
technology with on-chip supply voltage of 0.85V, assuming area
and power budgets of 250mm2 and 105W, respectively. The chip
features six 16-core pods and six single-channel DDR3-1600 interfaces. Area and power estimates are measured by scaling down the
published data at 40/45nm process technology [12, 26], following
ITRS projections. Table 3 summarizes the parameters for the highest-performance baseline chip that can be designed under the area,
power, and bandwidth constraints described above [26].

4.4 Capacity Optimization
Footprint Cache increases the effective cache capacity by avoiding
allocation of singleton pages — i.e., pages with a single useful
block. In our design, if the footprint bit vector corresponding to a
missing PC & offset pair in the FHT has a single bit set, the corresponding cache entry is allocated neither in the cache nor in the tag
array. Not allocating entries for singleton pages in the tag array
implies that the FHT would never receive feedback regarding its
single block predictions. Once a page is classified as singleton, it
would remain singleton until its FHT entry is evicted, regardless of
any mispredictions or changes in the application’s behavior.

5.2 DRAM Cache Organizations
Footprint Cache parameters are listed in Table 4. We use an openpage policy both for the on-chip and off-chip DRAM, as our
design exhibits near-optimal data locality for off-chip DRAM, onchip DRAM fills and evictions, while data locality for on-chip
read/write requests is workload-dependent. We use 2KB pages and
2KB address-interleaving for on-chip memory channels. The FHT
has 16K entries (144KB) while the ST has 512 entries (3KB).

To avoid this scenario, we add a small table, which is further partitioned and co-located with the tag array tiles, called Singleton
Table (ST). In case the FHT predicts a singleton block, the page is
not allocated in the cache, but an ST entry is allocated, containing
the PC, offset, and the page tag. The ST is indexed by a page tag,
and only upon a page miss. Finding the tag in the ST, but with a
different offset, implies that there is a second access to a page that
was originally predicted to be a singleton page (underprediction).
In this case, the new tag and FHT entry is allocated with the PC &
offset information found in the ST, and the corresponding ST entry
is invalidated. An entry stays in the ST until a second access to the
page, or until its eviction. The ST has negligible overhead (3KB,
512 entries), but allows for more accurate and adaptive prediction
of singleton pages. This is important for smaller caches, where
pages could be misclassified as singleton due to their short on-chip
residency and capacity conflicts.

Block-based caches are modeled after a state-of-the-art proposal
that provides an elegant solution to tag handling, by co-locating
tags from one cache set with all the blocks in that set in the same
DRAM row [24]. For 2KB DRAM rows, it is possible to fit 29 64byte data blocks in one row, using the three remaining blocks for
the corresponding tags. A crucial optimization to avoid two
DRAM accesses per cache access includes intelligent memory
controller scheduling [24]. An access to a cache block involves a
single row activation, and one column activation signal (CAS) to
read the tags, a one-cycle tag lookup to determine the location of
the data block, another CAS to retrieve/write to the data block, and
a third CAS to write back the updated tags. The last CAS is
required as the tags must be updated, however, our evaluation does
not account for that latency, as we assume the algorithm can be reengineered to take the tag updates off the critical path.

5. METHODOLOGY
We evaluate Footprint Cache in terms of performance, energy efficiency, and hardware overhead in the context of high-throughput,
bandwidth-demanding scale-out processors, which can benefit
from the die stacking technology [26]. We compare Footprint
Cache to a state-of-the-art implementation of conventional blockbased DRAM caches as well as to page-based DRAM caches.

The exact location of the requested block is stored in DRAM tags
and determined after the row activation. However, the presence of
the block in the cache is tracked by a compact structure called
MissMap, which keeps track of the cached data at 4KB granularity,
storing bit vectors that determine only the presence of blocks
within a page. If the requested block is found in MissMap, the
cache is accessed, otherwise the request is serviced by memory.
This optimization avoids unnecessary tag lookups in DRAM in
case of cache misses [24].

5.1 Baseline System
We evaluate Footprint Cache using scale-out processors. The
scale-out processor architecture splits the available chip resources
into multiple stand-alone servers, called pods [26], which are multicore configurations designed to match the needs of scale-out
workloads and deliver the highest throughput for given silicon
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Figure 4. Page access density as a function of cache capacity. Note the increase in page access density with the cache capacity.

5.4 Simulation Infrastructure

Table 4 lists the parameters we used for evaluation of the proposed
block-based DRAM cache. By dropping coherence bits from the
tags, we were able to achieve higher storage density with 30 data
blocks per DRAM row, and only two tag blocks, assuming ARM’s
extended 40-bit physical addressing. This also increased the cache
associativity from 29 to 30, and reduced the latency of tag
retrieval, which is on the critical path. Within proposed 2MB of
SRAM dedicated to MissMap [24], we were also able to fit more
MissMap entries. However, with larger cache capacity, we
observed performance degradation due to a high number of MissMap evictions, which in return generate many dirty cache
evictions. Although this operation is not on the critical path, we
found that MissMap evictions interfere with regular read/write
cache requests as well as with cache fills of other blocks, contending for the same DRAM bank. The reason is that MissMap keeps
and evicts spatially consecutive blocks, which are all in different
cache sets, and therefore, in different DRAM rows, causing excessive row activations. To avoid this situation, we increased the size
of the MissMap structure by 50% to evaluate 512MB caches.

We evaluate Footprint Cache using a combination of trace-driven
and cycle-accurate full-system simulations of a scale-out pod using
Flexus [37]. Flexus extends the Simics functional simulator with
timing models of out-of-order cores, caches, on-chip protocol controllers, interconnect, and DRAM. Flexus models the SPARC v9
ISA and is able to run unmodified operating systems and applications. The details of the simulated architecture are listed in Table 3.
Our trace-based analyses use memory access traces collected from
Flexus with in-order execution, no memory system stalls, and a
fixed IPC of 1.0. For each workload, we collect a trace of 20-40
billion instructions per core and use half of the trace for warm-up
prior to collecting experimental results. For cycle-accurate simulations, we use the SMARTS sampling methodology [38]. Our
samples are drawn over an interval of 10 seconds of simulated
time, with 400-800 equidistant measurements. For each measurement, we launch simulations from checkpoints with warmed
caches and branch predictors, and run 300K cycles (2M cycles for
Data Serving) to achieve a steady state of detailed cycle-accurate
simulation prior to collecting measurements for the subsequent
150K cycles (400K for Data Serving). To measure the performance
of scale-out workloads, we use the ratio of the aggregate number
of application instructions committed (i.e., summed over the 16
cores) to the total number of cycles (including the cycles spent
executing operating system code); this metric has been shown to
accurately reflect overall system throughput [37]. For the multiprogrammed workload, we calculate the IPC for each core
independently and report the geometric mean. Performance measurements are computed at a 95% confidence level and an average
error below 3%. To model on-chip and off-chip DRAM performance and power, we use two separately adapted and configured
instances of DRAMSim2 [31], parametrized with data borrowed
from commercial DDR3 device specifications. We report all
results for one 16-core pod.

We use close-page policy both for off-chip and on-chip DRAM, as
we found that it performs better due to absence of data locality, and
64-byte address interleaving between memory channels to increase
DRAM-level parallelism.
Page-based cache parameters are listed in Table 4. We use openpage policy both for stacked and off-chip DRAM, as page-based
caches exhibit optimal data locality for off-chip DRAM, optimal
data locality in stacked DRAM for fills and evictions, while datalocality for on-chip read/write requests is workload-dependent. We
use 2KB pages and 2KB address-interleaving for on-chip memory
channels.
Row-buffer management policies and address-mapping schemes
are chosen for each evaluated system separately to allow for optimal performance and DRAM-level parallelism.

5.3 Workloads

6. RESULTS
6.1 Spatial Characterization

Our scale-out workloads, which include Data Serving, MapReduce, SAT Solver, Web Frontend, and Web Search, are taken from
CloudSuite 1.0 [3, 6]. Their memory footprints exceed the available memory, which is 16-32GB. As a reference, we also simulate
a multiprogrammed desktop workload that consists of SPEC
INT2006 applications using the reference input set. We run a mix
of different applications and inputs to utilize all available cores.

To understand the behavior of scale-out workloads in the context
of large caches, first, we examine their spatial characteristics.
Figure 4 shows the page density for each workload for a page size
of 2KB while varying the cache capacity. We define page density
as the number of demanded 64-byte blocks within the page.
Not only do scale-out workloads exhibit high page density, but
they also show increase in page density as the cache capacity
increases. This can be contributed to the longer on-chip residency
of pages, which at larger cache sizes reaches hundreds of milliseconds, leaving more time for data to be accessed within a page. As
the cache grows in capacity, the number of high-density pages
increases while the number of low-density pages decreases, result-

These workloads, when running on the baseline chip we consider,
have off-chip bandwidth of 0.6-1.6GB/s per core, or 60-150GB/s
for the whole chip. While today’s dominant server processors,
which integrate a handful of fat cores, are not able to utilize the
available bandwidth when running these workloads [6], our design
utilizes and even exceeds the bandwidth budget [26].
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Figure 5. (a) Miss ratio and (b) off-chip bandwidth requirements (normalized to a baseline system without a DRAM cache) of
block-based, Footprint, and page-based cache organizations.
ing in a bimodal distribution for some of the workloads. The
multiprogrammed desktop workload, on the contrary, does not
show a regular trend. Our analysis shows that a 512MB cache captures its working set, most of the dense pages being cache-resident,
while the pages that are constantly fetched and evicted exhibit
lower density.

For all workloads, the page-based cache achieves up to an order of
magnitude lower miss ratio, as expected due to the high page
access density. The exception is MapReduce, which at 64 and
128MB shows very low page access density, giving the blockbased cache considerable capacity advantages. As expected, Footprint Cache always achieves a miss ratio close to the page-based
cache. Only SAT Solver, at smaller caches sizes, shows significantly larger miss ratios compared to the page-based design, but
still performing better than the block-based design. The reason is
that SAT Solver performs symbolic execution as part of software
testing [3] and as such does not have a static, well-structured dataset. On the contrary, it creates its dataset on-the-fly, throughout the
whole program execution, which interferes with the prediction
mechanism.

The increase in page density with the cache capacity has an interesting implication on the footprint predictor effectiveness.
Compared to the prior work [34] that uses a similar predictor to
prefetch into block-based L1 caches, our predictor is more effective due to (1) the higher prediction opportunity at this cache level
(more blocks to predict per each obligatory page miss), and (2) a
larger fraction of fully-accessed pages that are easier to identify
due to their simple access patterns (sequential accesses).

On the bandwidth side the situation is the reverse, as Figure 5b
demonstrates. The block-based cache achieves the lowest off-chip
traffic, while the page-based increases the off-chip traffic by up to
an order of magnitude compared to the baseline. Footprint Cache,
on the contrary, demands almost the same bandwidth as the blockbased design by eliminating most of the unnecessary traffic.

However, not all the workloads show high page density. In fact,
Figure 4 demonstrates wide variations in workloads’ spatial locality. Thus, no single fetch unit size can simultaneously exploit the
available spatial locality while using bandwidth and storage efficiently [34]. Among the workloads with lower page density, the
highest fraction of the pages are singleton pages, which only have
a single block accessed. While possibly reused in L1 and L2
caches, these blocks are rarely reused in the DRAM cache (less
than 5% of the time), resulting in high bandwidth and capacity
losses for page-based caches. Footprint Cache successfully detects
such pages and avoids their allocation in the cache.

6.3 Performance
Figure 6 compares performance of the three cache designs at various cache sizes for all workloads except Data Serving. We plot the
results for Data Serving in Figure 7 due to the large difference in
the scale, caused by the excessive bandwidth requirements of this
workload. The block-based design provides the greatest initial performance boost at 64MB, which is mostly contributed to the
significant cut in off-chip traffic. However, the design fails to
deliver considerable further improvements, due to its high and
steady miss ratio, as shown in Figure 5a. The page-based design
initially suffers from a considerable performance loss due the
excessive off-chip traffic it causes. As the cache capacity
increases, it quickly recovers due to fewer misses and decreased
pressure on off-chip bandwidth. On the contrary, Footprint Cache
shows steady performance improvement across all cache sizes,
outperforming the other two designs, consistently matching our
findings from Figure 5. For some of the workloads, we observe a
slight advantage of the block-based design over Footprint Cache at
smaller cache sizes, due to its superior capacity management.

The high degree of spatial locality observed in most of the scaleout workloads implies that page-based caches achieve higher hit
ratios compared to the block-based ones; due to their large fetch
unit, they always experience a single miss per page. Unfortunately,
fetching whole pages is a brute-force approach to achieving high
hit ratios and it comes at an unacceptable bandwidth cost, which is
the most severe for low-density pages.

6.2 Coverage and Off-Chip Bandwidth
Footprint Cache learns and predicts the footprint of each page and
hence it is able to achieve high hit ratios and eliminate the fetch of
blocks that will not be accessed during the residency of the page in
the cache. Figure 5 compares Footprint Cache with block-based
and page-based caches in terms of the miss ratio (Figure 5a) and
bandwidth demands (Figure 5b). The bars are plotted in a stacked
fashion. For instance, the bar showing the miss ratio at 64MB for
Data Serving (Figure 5a) indicates that the miss ratio for the pagebased cache, Footprint Cache and block-based cache is 18% (white
part), 27% (white and light gray parts together) and 62% (white,
light gray and dark gray parts together), respectively. The same
representation is used in Figure 5b to represent the off-chip bandwidth demands of the three cache organizations.

As the stacked DRAM cache requires on-chip SRAM storage for
the tags (under 2MB for the 512MB stacked cache), we also consider a baseline system with additional L2 capacity to compensate
for the difference in total on-chip storage. This enhanced baseline
provides negligible benefit on scale-out workloads, as expected
based on earlier research results [6, 26].
Across all workloads, Footprint Cache is able to deliver 82% of the
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system performance of an Ideal cache — i.e., a cache that never
misses and has no tag overheads (die-stacked main memory).
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6.4 Sensitivity to Page Size and History Size
Figure 8 compares the predictor accuracy assuming various page
sizes, showing a fraction of the blocks that are successfully predicted, the blocks that are not predicted (underpredictions), and the
blocks that are overpredicted. While for most of the workloads
1KB and 2KB pages are the best options, larger pages might be
desirable as they provide further tag storage reduction. Larger
pages, however, require larger footprint history, due to an increase
in number of PC & offset combinations per instruction. In this
work, we find 2KB to be the sweet spot, considering the trade-off
between the accuracy and storage overheads.
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Figure 7. Performance improvement of various designs over
the baseline system for Data Serving.

Because the Footprint Cache prediction mechanism relies on the
missing instruction, its history storage requirements are independent of the dataset size. The prediction history, captured by the
FHT, contains only the fraction of the application’s instruction
working set that causes page misses in the DRAM cache. Thus, its
size is small and its content is stable. Figure 9 illustrates the Footprint Cache hit ratio sensitivity to the number of history entries. In
this work we assume 16K FHT entries, which require 144KB of
SRAM storage, but other trade-offs are possible with, as Figure 9
shows, minimal performance impacts.

rate at which they access off-chip memory, we present the energy
per instruction normalized to the baseline system without a cache.
The dynamic energy is broken down into activate/precharge
energy, burnt for DRAM row manipulations, and burst energy,
spent on reads and writes.
All designs achieve significant energy reduction compared to the
baseline system. As expected, the page-based design burns the
most burst energy due to its high off-chip traffic per instruction.
However, the page-based design exhibits the best DRAM access
locality and the highest row-buffer hit ratio, significantly reducing
the activate/precharge energy. On the contrary, the block-based
design consumes the lowest burst energy due to its low off-chip
traffic. However, as almost every read results in a row opening,
they exhibit very high activate/precharge energy, which dominates
the total dynamic energy.
Footprint Cache delivers the lowest off-chip DRAM energy per
instruction. In particular, Footprint Cache is able to reduce both
activate/precharge and burst energy thanks to its page organization
and its high prediction accuracy, which allows for reducing offchip traffic significantly. Across all workloads, Footprint Cache
reduces the total dynamic off-chip DRAM energy of the baseline
by 78%, whereas the block-based and page-based designs reduce
the energy by 71% and 69%, respectively.

6.5 Impact of Capacity Optimization
As we can see from Figure 4, singleton pages account for a quarter
of the pages in the cache, on average. Their elimination allows for
a proportionate increase in the effective cache capacity, ultimately
resulting in a 10% reduction in the miss rate, on average. The miss
rate reduction is in accordance with our observation that miss rates
for scale-out workloads follow a power low [10] (the miss ratecapacity relationship can be also estimated from Figure 5).

6.6 Energy Implications
Figure 10 compares various designs in terms of dynamic off-chip
DRAM energy. All the cache designs use 256MB of DRAM cache.
Because the systems differ in performance, and therefore, in the
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We observe similar trends in stacked DRAM energy consumption.
Figure 11 plots stacked DRAM energy consumption for various
die-stacked designs normalized to the block-based design. Not surprisingly, the savings in activate/precharge energy for the pagebased and Footprint Cache are not as low as in off-chip DRAM,
despite the excellent row-buffer locality of cache fills and evictions. The reason is that regular read/write requests show much
fewer row-buffer hits for majority of the workloads. Overall, Footprint Cache reduces the total dynamic DRAM energy by 24%
compared to the block-based design, whereas the page-based
achieves only a 17% reduction.

independent, such as instruction-based ones. In fact, Footprint
Cache uses a similar approach to eliminate singleton pages.

7. DISCUSSION
Footprint Cache and coherence. To facilitate the shared memory
programming model, contemporary server processors provide
hardware-enforced coherence at the chip level. Existing designs
enforce coherence at the last-level of the on-chip SRAM cache.
Given this organization, the addition of the Footprint Cache does
not entail any modifications to the underlying coherence protocol
and implementation, as it sits below the level at which coherence is
enforced.

6.7 Other Page-Based Proposals
We evaluated a recently proposed page-based cache system [13]
that tracks the topmost accessed pages, called hot pages, that contribute to 80% of the total accesses. Only pages predicted to be hot
are allocated in the cache and fetched at page granularity. The prediction is based on the previous history of each page’s behavior.
The idea behind this approach is that only a small fraction of pages
contribute to the majority of cache accesses. However, we could
not make the same observation with scale-out workloads due to
their vast data set, most of which is randomly distributed across
memory, without forming a particular working set. Previous work
also noted the same problem [24]. Figure 12 plots the amount of
cache needed to capture a desired fraction of total accesses, assuming a perfect predictor and an ideal cache replacement policy and
4KB pages (4KB was found to be the optimal page size [13]). As
we can see, even in the idealized case, to capture 80% of the pages
we need caches over 1GB. While the proposed mechanism does
not work well for our workloads, we find this work important and
believe the idea of page-level filtering has a lot of potential for
many applications, if equipped with a predictor that is dataset-

In systems with multiple sockets, Footprint Cache can easily provide page-level coherence tracking [1] by extending tag entries
with per-page coherence bits. Tracking coherence at fine granularity across sockets is not necessary for server workloads as they
share little or no data [6, 9].
Transfer of PC. Footprint Cache relies on the knowledge of
instructions that cause page misses. Such information is typically
not available in the last-level cache. Therefore, our design must
transfer the PC information along with read/write requests through
the on-chip network [36]. Because Footprint Cache does not track
evictions from the higher-level cache, it does not need to store PC
information at any cache level. The transfer of PC information via
the on-chip network has no performance implications due to the
underutilization of the network [35]. Such transfers, however, do
have energy implications. We find that PC transfers increase the
on-chip network power by 30mW per pod in the worst case, which
is a negligible overhead.
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9. CONCLUSION

Fraction of Covered Accesses (%)

In this paper we presented Footprint Cache, a cache architecture
that combines the best aspects of current die-stacked DRAM cache
designs, which fall short of achieving the potential of the diestacking technology. Footprint Cache fully exploits abundant spatial locality of scale-out applications observed in large DRAM
caches, without introducing unnecessary off-chip and on-chip traffic. Footprint Cache is able to achieve the hit ratio of page-based
designs and stay within the bandwidth requirements of the blockbased ones, while fully preserving on-chip and off-chip DRAM
locality. Furthermore, the small tag array overhead makes Footprint Cache practical for implementation.

Figure 12. Minimum size of an ideal cache needed to cover a
given fraction of cache accesses.
Other processor architectures. We evaluated Footprint Cache in
the context of scale-out processors [25, 26]. However, our design
is not limited to such an organization. In fact, any many-core chip
design that stresses off-chip bandwidth (e.g., Tilera TILE100)
would yield similar results. In contrast, processor designs with a
handful of large cores (e.g., Intel Westmere) would see less benefit
from die-stacked caches as they cannot utilize the available memory bandwidth due to their low degree of on-chip parallelism [6].

Using full-system, cycle-accurate simulation of scale-out server
platforms, we demonstrated that Footprint Cache delivers 57%
performance improvement on average, outperforming existing
designs, while reducing off-chip DRAM dynamic energy by 78%
compared to the baseline system and reducing stacked DRAM
dynamic energy by 24% compared to state-of-the-art.

Cache capacity. In this work we covered die-stacked DRAM
caches ranging from 64-512MB per pod (up to 3GB per chip).
However, the datasets of these workloads are scaled down from
hundreds of gigabytes to tens of gigabytes to allow for practical
full-system simulation. Because miss rates for server workloads
follow a power law [10], which we verified for these workloads,
the observed miss rate curve will shift to the right for larger datasets. This means that the simulated cache sizes correspond to an
order of magnitude larger caches in an industrial-strength setup.
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SRAM area overhead. All the designs we discussed, including
Footprint Cache, impose a multimegabyte SRAM overhead for
tags and other metadata. We assume this area overhead will be
compensated by the reduction in the number of off-chip memory
channels, for all designs except the page-based, which exacerbates
bandwidth demands.
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